BOMB WOW: Blast buildings across nation

By Leutaud Press

A wave of violence storming onto the streets of New York City, a campaign of bombings and shootings that has claimed the lives of 4957 and left 3004 injured. The New York City Police Commissioner, in a statement released today, said: "The New York bombing campaign is a threat to the security of our city and its people."

The New York bombings are said to have been coordinated by the National Front for Liberation (FALN), a group with a long history of violence in the United States. The FALN has been active in the United States since the 1970s, and is known for its use of bombings and armed attacks to reach its political goals.

The New York bombings are said to have targeted several locations, including a bank, a government building, and a movie theater. The Commissioner said that the FALN has been responsible for a number of similar attacks in recent months, and that the group is continuing its campaign.

The New York City Police Department has deployed additional officers and resources to respond to the threat. The Commissioner urged residents to remain vigilant and to report any suspicious activity to the police.

The FALN has claimed responsibility for the bombings in a statement released today. The group said that it is fighting for the liberation of Puerto Rico and that its goal is to bring down the U.S. government. The group has a history of violent attacks, including bombings, shootings, and armed attacks.

The New York City Police Commissioner said that the FALN is a dangerous group and that the city is taking all necessary precautions to protect its residents. He urged residents to stay vigilant and to report any suspicious activity to the police.

The bombing campaign in New York City has caused widespread fear and concern. Residents are urged to take precautions and to stay informed about the situation.

The city of New York has deployed additional officers and resources to respond to the threat. The Commissioner urged residents to remain vigilant and to report any suspicious activity to the police.
Americans told: leave Beirut

Philippine official shot, police arrest journalist

The vehicle was hit by a rocket and turned back, barring Crafts and others 300 to 1,500 yards from the base. The Lebanese government's statement envoys to the United States and the United Nations have also expressed concern about the situation.

Leftists looking to oust 'house' leaders

The Lebanese army has already been in contact with the American embassy, indicating its willingness to work with the American authorities to secure the safe return of American citizens who may be in danger.

FOLK FESTIVAL

The event is expected to be a major event for the Lebanese-American community, with many American citizens attending. The festival is being held in commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the American Civil War, which ended in 1865.

Please be aware that the festival is being held in commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the American Civil War, which ended in 1865.
Candidates drop cross-campus road

Proposal goes back for years

The proposed cross-campus highway and the traffic problems it would solve have been a reality for years. The plan for a cross-campus highway, which was prepared in 1948 as a way to route traffic from Grand River Avenue, was first introduced in 1950. It was discussed by the state highway department in 1956 and was finally voted on in the midterm of 1956 after a traffic study showed a need for a cross-campus highway. 

The proposal was to be a dual carriageway highway with a central median and to be constructed in a manner to allow for complete accessibility to University facilities at all times. The proposal was adopted by the MSU Board of Trustees in 1950. It was to be a dual carriageway highway with a central median and to be constructed in a manner to allow for complete accessibility to University facilities at all times.
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Chaos or liberty for Spaniards?

Francisco Franco, for nearly 40 years the dictator of Spain, is dying.

His rule, culminating in the recent outburst of world opinion against the executions of political terrorists, leaves no one on the scene. Franco is a man hated, or a man respected, both inside of Spain and out.

However, his death will leave several serious questions for the new regime:

The Basque crisis in Northern Spain threatens to begin a new Spanish Civil War. Posing for secession, the Basques are likely to become a major test of what any of Franco's successors.

The traditional Spanish one-man rule in constitutional democracy had long been talked about as the goal for post-Franco Spain.

Assaulting the high tuition beast of hungry tuition

Two attacks have been launched recently on the most widely hated and insatiable hungry beast lurking on campus—an animal named Tuition.

Those attacks, initiated by ASMSU and the Student Council, prove that both groups can be responsive to the students' most pressing needs. With perseverance, they may even be able to exhibit some political muscle and diplomatic finesse by blocking any further tuition hikes in the remainder of the school year.

ASMSU has shown its responsiveness by spearheading the creation of an inter-University round of student government leaders—the Student Association for Lower Tuition (SALT).

While their first two meetings have been basically organizational, SALT's ultimate hope is to attack college tuition increases at their source—in the legislature.

The leaders from all the four—year institutions in the state plan to assemble their research on student aid and their strategy for an attack.

The Student Council, meanwhile, has approved a moratorium in its own in the Academic Council.

There the Council approved a resolution last week calling on the Student Council representatives to explore means of informing students about the MSU budgetary preparation and student involvement in that process.

While it is highly possible that both of these drive could accomplish little more than the spinning of tall tales, there is a chance for some effective politicking and needed communication.

With these in hand, students may be able to reach into their pockets for tuition payments feeling less like victims of crime and more like subjects of indulgent times.

Ford: Less government, less leadership

Mary McGary

If you were listening to the stump speeches of the candidates, you might have thought you were at a race meet. If you were listening to the steady drum of the news, you might have thought you were at a political convention.

Both talk about regulatory agencies, tax cuts, etc. But few problems are discussed.

Chicago and the National Guard recently arrived military bases in the public schools. For 50 years, Gerald Ford's mission in life was to disinterest and admit the Democrats. He said, "We are an irresponsible and untrustworthy party." The message has been heard—by every enthusiast who has taken the trouble to note the shock and anger on the faces of the Republicans.

If we, for instance, the president of the Democratic National Committee, were to say anything—let alone do anything—about the creation of a new government of the people, it would create this problem.

For 50 years, it has been harder the longer and more the consciousness of the people, the worse their situation, politically and economically. But that's what we're going through. It's a new government of the people, it is not, by any means, a Republican government.

He feels sorry for the people.

The voters are those for whom he feels sorry. When he feels sorry, the hard people will have to begin feeling sorry, too. But the feeling sour is not the career of the new government of the people.

He serves Ford in a new government of the people.

As far as he is concerned, he will remain in the majority in the House.

"We're sorry for the people—"I was about to have a fit of joy like I hadn't had in years and was the best. The people have a fit, and it's the matter as he did when he was on the House floor, as a party issue."

New York is a Democratic city, it is a Democratic state. In Grand Rapids he had New York, and they don't think much of Ford. The people of New York that I talked with in the last week have not taken the trouble to know about the new government of the people.
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The office of Black Affairs counters criticism

New York's rage at Simon

New York has seen the missionary position
"We'll know if our city is on the right track when the black soldier can have a drink without fear of being shot dead by a racial hater in a yellow-shirted uniform, " said Mayor Robert F. Wagner. "We'll be talking then in New York City about a morality that has been dropped, a morality that has been replaced by a set of standards that encourage us to build a black community that is loyal, that allows us to let our black young men grow up in a community that is comfortable for all its citizens, regardless of race."
Bulgarian pianist plays for children

By JAMIE CONROY
State News Staff Writer

The small upright piano, decorated with gold-plated picture frames of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, was nothing like the Steinway Grand Piano that Maria Deyanova is used to performing on.

The piano was located at Cornell Elementary School in Lansing. It was not the same as the instrument used by Deyanova in her home in Bulgaria.

Deyanova's own piano was an instrument of refinement. Still, it was probably the best instrument the pianist has ever played.

Add the audience, instead of being refined concert goers, seated in rows of wooden chairs, and faking their way to the best seats. Some glances swept across rows or pulsed at open faces. But there were sounds, unlike those heard in the concert halls.

The dark-haired Deyanova, sitting at the piano with the mug in her hand, looked back in reminiscence and said, "It's been a long time since I've been in the States."

The interaction of Deyanova to the students was coordinated by Dennis Burkh, conductor of the MSU orchestra, who explained Deyanova's background.

The children were excited about Bulgaria and wanted to know if it was near Cheever. Deyanova started to pound out a Bulgarian dance number by Bach, her eyes closed while her fingers flew through the notes. She played a grand piano.

Deyanova's moving head, others noticed her movements and still others turned up to the piano to wonder at theiddle mechanisms. The two-hour meeting between the 28-year-old Deyanova and the appreciative students was a small taste in the lecture schedule of the pianist who tours 10 months of the year.

"It was like being in a dream," said Deyanova. "I felt like I was back to my childhood days."

"It was like being in a dream," said Deyanova. "I felt like I was back to my childhood days."

But it was also a meeting with her spirit, "I can't believe there's someone who understands me."

"It was like being in a dream," said Deyanova. "I felt like I was back to my childhood days."

The film deals with the cannibalism of a middle-aged couple who attempt to destroy the sexual, psychological and political equilibrium of a young man named Tomas and his girlfriend, Ingrid.

Tickets are $1.50 at the door or Director's Choice Series Tickets (available at the door; $5 for 6 admissions).

If you look like The Count, Bogie, or Harlow...

You Can Win $100 CASH

And See A Free Preview Of Train Ride To Hollywood Starring BLOODSTONE

IN PERSON: BLOODSTONE plus other stars of "Train Ride to Hollywood"

TONIGHT-8:30 p.m.

Meridian Four Theatres

Regular Engagement of Train Ride to Hollywood starts Wednesday
Museum houses elephant bones, bug room

entertainment
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Human guinea eats a bitter pill
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Football Saturday not available

PSG POSSET

MSU women harriers shine in "Meet of Champions" race

AN WILLIAMSON

It seems every year MSU runner Kim Nelson is on the IBM track with a tape recorder, ready to write yet another magazine article. She has the world's most interesting job of anyone in the sports biz, and she is always looking for something new and different. And this spring, the MSU runner is in the "Meet of Champions" race.

The "Meet of Champions" consists of the top high school runners in the Midwest, and it is a star-studded race. Nelson is always looking for a new angle, and this year she decided to follow the MSU runner Kim Nelson.

It was a long day, and Kim Nelson had to run in many more races, but she was happy with the results. She did a great job of covering the meet, and she even had time to write an article about it.

"Meet of Champions" is the largest high school track meet in the world, and it is always a great event. Nelson did a fantastic job of covering the meet, and she will be sure to write another magazine article about it next year.

/networking/events/football/football/saturday-not-available
state news 3rd annual FOOTBALL CONTEST

WIN! $30
WIN! $20
WIN! $10

rules of the game:

To enter, just place on "E" in the box beside the team you think will win this weekend.

The Sunset Contest is open to all. Sunset State News employees but limited to just 200 entries per person, per event. All weekly contests must be delivered to the Sunset News Advertising Department office, Room 244 Student Building or postmarked no later than 5 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding the contest.
The contest will continue through the weekend of November 23. Decision of the judge of the final and all others becomes the property of the State News. Winners will be announced two weeks from today in the State News.

THIS PAGE IS YOUR OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

TIEBREAKER!

In case of a tie, the edge professional guess should determine the winner. All participants should guess the total number of points for that game.

BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR NAME ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER

Name
Address
Phone

Introducing our new Chicken Salad Platter. Tuesday Special Peg. $2.19 July 14

NAME
Abernathy

BOOKCASES $19.75 - $42.00 DISKET $29.99

Saunders vs. 
Mississippi

DOMINO SPECIALTYS

2.00 A M. H. 0220

EMPIRE 593 II
Turnable $299.95
in wondor tilt

902

Southern Methodist U vs. Texas

American Express

OAKWOOD

EMPORIUM

Domino's Pizza

Indianapolis vs. 
Purdue

Dole Fresh fruit & vegetables

DOMINO'S PIZZA guarantees

Four pieces of your favorite pizza for 30 minutes or less after your order is placed.

10% off your order during the 11:00 AM-10:00 PM delivery window

Half An Hour or

HALF A DOLLAR

Trumball 361-7120

Grand River 361-8890

Tuesday, October 31, 2000

Office will assist in
day care service

BY CAROL E. LION

Parents and day care providers are voicing their concerns about the proposed Federal guidelines for day care centers.

The Office of Young Children, a division of the South Bay, which opened in September and is located at 3600 South Bath St., has already had to make over $50,000 in changes to its operations because of the proposed federal regulations.

The changes include additional regulations which require child care centers to provide money for parents, pay for training, and matching funds for child care costs.

The Office of Young Children was formed under the 1986 Child Care and Development Act to provide funds to day care centers and to provide training for center staff.

"The proposed federal regulations will change the way parents and child care centers work together," said John C. Seidman, executive director of the Office of Young Children.

"The regulations will change the way we work with parents and child care centers. The new regulations will have a significant impact on the way we do business."
A.R.C.75

live music by
FULL MOON CONSORT

light show:
COSMIC RADIANCE

tickets $2.50
on sale in advance
at the union or
abrams planetarium.
remaining tickets
sold at the door*

october 31-november 23
fri.: 8 & 10 p.m.
sat.: 8, 10 & midnight
sun. & weds.: 8 p.m.

for more info, call the
COSMIC HOTLINE: 355-4672

*limited seating
Griffiths: City should join rental market

Council candidate Gordon Thomas focuses in on housing problem

"At last..." the definitive pictorial historical in the reprint edition film buffs have been waiting for.

And in the same big, handsome format as the $10.95 hardcover edition.

"The Movies" by Richard Griffith and Arthur Mayer

With vacation time fast approaching, many of you will no doubt be traveling to Mexico. Some of you might even be coming back. Here are some helpful hints:

1. A man on a burro always has the right of way, unless he appears to be riding a donkey.
2. In local cantinas, pouring a shot of tequila in someone's glass is not thought to be homosexual.
3. Falling onto a cactus, even an Angel of Guadalupe cactus, is a sticky proposition.
4. It is to find hamburgers in the smaller towns: it's best to bring your own.
I'LL LEAVE THE GRASS SHEET ON THE FLOOR IN THE Hall. ALL GRASS FOR PELLA. DON'T ALLOW TRY TO MOW, etc. COOLEGE MEDIA SERVICES BOX 34119 BERKLEY, CA 94803


FREE ROOMMATE SERVICE. Opening for man and woman. Move in November 10. Call 351-9876 or 351-6696.
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ASMSU to investigate problems of students' residence

By CAROLYN FISCHER

The newly building blocks will take months to build and a Graduation Day dedication is planned. A landscape of six natural streams will make the ASMSU Extension project a realistic simulation of aquatic ecosystems.

The streams will flow naturally, and the deciduous plant materials will be married to streamside trees to create a jewel-like reflection of Michigan's natural community.

Should the streams actually become a stream, direct from a natural stream, the ASMSU Extension project scientists, and others, will be able to monitor, control and study. The streams will be able to mimic the conditions of their environment, to imitate the natural streams of Michigan's past, and to develop a system for future streams.
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The streams will be able to mimic the conditions of their environment, to imitate the natural streams of Michigan's past, and to develop a system for future streams.